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Subject: Fw: The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days
From: "Stanley Bolten" <StanleyBolten@protonmail.com>
Date: 4/21/2022, 10:22 PM
To: "anand.ramaswamy@usdoj.gov" <anand.ramaswamy@usdoj.gov>,
"anand.ramaswamy2@usdoj.gov" <anand.ramaswamy2@usdoj.gov>, "angela.miller@usdoj.gov"
<angela.miller@usdoj.gov>, "john.alsup@usdoj.gov" <john.alsup@usdoj.gov>, "Lin Wood"
<lwood@ﬁghtback.law>, "Lin Wood" <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>
CC: "Tracy Beanz" <tracy@uncoverdc.com>, "PatrickReporter" <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>,
"VeritasTips@protonmail.com" <VeritasTips@protonmail.com>, "Michael J Lindell"
<michael@mypillow.com>, "Michael Lindell" <MLindell@mypillow.com>,
"mike.lindell@mypillow.com" <mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "sidney@federalappeals.com"
<sidney@federalappeals.com>, "kris leightv@gmail.com" <kris leightv@gmail.com>,
"stewpeters@protonmail.com" <stewpeters@protonmail.com>, "themelkshow@protonmail.com"
<themelkshow@protonmail.com>, "redpill78@protonmail.com" <redpill78@protonmail.com>,
"EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com" <EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com>, "Na onalFile@Protonmail.com"
<Na onalFile@Protonmail.com>, "redvoicemedias@protonmail.com"
<redvoicemedias@protonmail.com>, "ggsol@protonmail.com" <ggsol@protonmail.com>,
"DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com" <DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com>,
"davidseamanshow@protonmail.com" <davidseamanshow@protonmail.com>,
"rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com" <rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com>
I know your gonna lie about all of them. I've read your crap filings, Ramaswamy. You don't care about evidence or
anything, only about your own career as a damn lawyer. You love fixing the judges and fixing the system for your
own benefit. You must love always being the winner. Always winning and never losing. You must get bored of all
that time you keep winning without ever having to prove being a winner. As fraud as a lie. As politically broke as a
joke.
Your gonna lie about Brian repetitively. I know you will. You will lie about that attorney Lin Wood, you'll lie about
that lawyer, I know you will. You lie about Brian Hill so much and lie about your lying witnesses like your lying
conniving bitch Kristy Burton to protect them. You protect your own you Gangster. Anybody who has been to
Justice for Brian D. Hill blog with an ounce of needing to research everything knows your a LIAR Ramaswamy.
Your all LIARS. None of you tell the truth even if you were paid money to tell the truth. It's cool to lie about other
people isn't it??????
Go ahead and lie about Kenneth Forinash, Stella Forinash. Go ahead and lie about Brian's grandparents,
Ramaswamy.
Go ahead and lie about Brian D. Hill of USWGO news. You aren't going to even give him time for his state
appeals to conclude. You ain't waiting for his commonwealth's Governor Youngkin to make a decision as per his
request for innocence pardon. You don't wanna wait for anybody to find Brian innocent of his state charge. You
probably were part of the set up on September 21, 2018. I wouldn't doubt it if you took part in threatening to kill
Brian's mother if he didn't get naked and do what the deep state minion CIA NSA deep state crapper wanted.
Your a douche bag. Maybe your the guy in the hoodie who threatened Brian. Maybe you need to be investigated
for threatening Brian and his family with the greeting cards???????
Go ahead and lie about Lin Wood. Go ahead and lie about this credible attorney, Ramaswamy.
Go ahead and lie about the deadman Isaac Kappy who was against the child molester pedophile rings starting
from HOLLYWOOD TO POLITICS, you must think pedophilia is so cool Ramaswamy when it is your government
people doing it or protecting it. You all protected Jeffrey Epstein until the general public defended his arrest. Your
DOJ is scummy.
Go ahead and lie about them all on May 1, 2022. Lie about them all you dipshit. You deserve being called way
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worse than what I am calling you.
We all know Brian David Hill = Innocence.
predictions on Brian.

the military intelligence vet was right about her

Brian David Hill = innocence. Brian will be rich and powerful one day, and be able to run a major news
organization with satellite up-links and teams of journalists and news reporters. He will be able to prevent
America from becoming corrupt again. Brian will be rich like Donald Trump and he will prevent the deep state
from rising again to destroy America, those people wanting to convert the world to COMMUNISM. They should
never be able to rise up again with new journalists. ELON MUSK WILL WIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Know it dipshit. Your the worst scum of GEORGE SOROS LAWYER. Admit it, your a DEEP STATE MINION
GEORGE SOROS LAWYER?????? Open Society Foundation???? Your connections to Phil Berger and you love
Phil Berger because he is corrupt politician and allowed by the deep state to break as many laws as the sky.
I pray for you to see the light and come back to God.
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/united-states-v-hill/?page=2#minute-entry-193232707
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 301 Motion for Reconsideration. Petitioner has filed a motion (Docket Entry 301)
requesting that the Court reconsider an Order directing the Government to file a response to Petitioner's motion
brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255 and denying the appointment of a special master, a change of venue, the
appointment of counsel, and the adoption of special filing procedures. Petitioner has failed to provide good cause
or an adequate reason for the relief requested. The motion is therefore denied. Issued by MAG/JUDGE JOE L.
WEBSTER on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 309 Emergency Motion for Extension of Time or Delay the Time for the Government to
Respond to Petitioner's ยง2255 motion. Petitioner has filed a motion (Docket Entry 309) requesting that the Court
delay or extend the Government's deadline for responding to his motion brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255.
Petitioner has failed to provide good cause or an adequate reason for the relief requested. The motion is
therefore denied. Issued by MAG/JUDGE JOE L. WEBSTER on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)

God bless you,
Stanley Bolten
Sent with ProtonMail secure email.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
On Thursday, April 21st, 2022 at 9:19 PM, ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net> wrote:
Lin Wood,
Brian my son tried to stop them from being allowed to lie about you so quickly. To have a little
more time to prove his innocence by allowing the State Appellate Court time to make their
decisions about my son's innocence The judge refused to accept your credibility and keeps with
his stance that your delusional collectively and not just Brian D. Hill being called delusional but
anybody who talks about the blackmail scheme is delusional including Isaac Kappy. He is
refusing to accept any and all evidence and belittles it. Doesn't matter what law or argument
Brian makes, every one of them is denied, ignored. This is worst kind of judge, denying
everything, refusing a lawyer for Brian, acting like your delusional if Brian brings up your claims
then that is delusional too. If his family brings investigative documents proving his innocence and
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is not delusional, the judge and the Government will attack it. They will lie about Kenneth and
Stella Forinash too in the next ten days.
This crooked judge wouldn't even take a little bit of time to create a memorandum opinion or
even a paper order. Like a lazy little liar. Just enters a quick text order denying everything. So
now your not credible anymore according to Corrupt Judge Joe Webster of Durham. Isaac
Kappy who is dead is not considered credible either. Not Kenneth or Stella Forinash. Not
Attorney Susan Basko, nobody is credible to this judge. None of your credibility matters Lin
Wood, they ignore it. They ignore everything. They even ignore Brian's probation officer when he
doesn't lie about Brian. So they say anybody who attacks Brian or lies about him is credible as a
witness but nobody else is credible. This kangaroo court bastard judge.
See the text orders from the DISHONORABLE puppet magistrate Judge Joe L. Webster:
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 301 Motion for Reconsideration. Petitioner has filed a motion (Docket
Entry 301) requesting that the Court reconsider an Order directing the Government to file a
response to Petitioner's motion brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255 and denying the
appointment of a special master, a change of venue, the appointment of counsel, and the
adoption of special filing procedures. Petitioner has failed to provide good cause or an adequate
reason for the relief requested. The motion is therefore denied. Issued by MAG/JUDGE JOE L.
WEBSTER on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/united-states-v-hill/?page=2#minute-entry193232707
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 309 Emergency Motion for Extension of Time or Delay the Time for the
Government to Respond to Petitioner's ยง2255 motion. Petitioner has filed a motion (Docket
Entry 309) requesting that the Court delay or extend the Government's deadline for responding
to his motion brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255. Petitioner has failed to provide good cause
or an adequate reason for the relief requested. The motion is therefore denied. Issued by
MAG/JUDGE JOE L. WEBSTER on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/united-states-v-hill/?page=2#minute-entry193232708
The judge refuses to accept the State Appeals process, Thomas David Schroeder, William
Lindsey Osteen Junior, and Joe Webster are all corrupt and crooked. They are a gang of corrupt
evidence ignoring, witness ignoring, law ignoring and distorting, corrupt judges. They just sit and
gaslight anything and everything Brian and his family ever files.
The motion to reconsider with evidence of your credibility and the Isaac Kappy tweet with the
hash code to the alleged blackmail videos was uncontested/undisputed/not-objected-to by the
feds under Local rule 7.3 but that didn't matter one bit.
So the government will be lying about you in the next ten days, Brian predicts that, we predict
that the government will lie about you Lin Wood and will lie about Isaac Kappy, as well as lying
about Kenneth and Stella Forinash. The judges will attack and lie about everybody except their
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pedophile masters and overlords. That and the DOJ run by pedophile Dictator Joe Biden, creepy
uncle Joe.
Looks like Brian will have to proceed with Plan B, asking both Governor Youngkin and Governor
Ron Desantis to have their State Police or State law enforcement request the alleged blackmail
videos to see how many federal and state judges are raping children. At this point Brian will
proceed with begging the Governors of Florida and Virginia to start requesting the blackmail
videos. The Federal Courts are corrupt and are getting nowhere. They are likely guilty, the way
they reacted to it with only gaslighting. The judges are likely guilty here. The way they are acting
and refusing an investigation and refusing to respect the State legal process and want to keep
hurting Brian and lying about him and attacking him. It gets worse after bringing up your tweets.
They are bullies and abusers whether they actually raped children or not. They abused Brian
David Hill. They abused him both mentally and physically. They biologically abused him with
having him butt naked in feces of other inmates. They are abusers and they are thugs and
bullies wearing black robes like the Skull and Bones 322 secret societies.
If you noticed, the Fourth Circuit corrupt U.S. Court of Appeals filed the appeal docketed on
3.22.2022. The secret societies of the Skull and Bones involving George W. Bush and Herbert
Walker Bush all have that magic secret society number "322", they are all in on it. You probably
know more than I do. They lie naked in coffins for god's sake. What is wrong with the Skull and
Bones????
If the Federal Judges refuse to investigate the blackmail videos, it is time for the governors to do
so. If they find Federal Judges raping children in the videos then they should be arrested by
County Sheriffs, District Attorneys, State Police, and any good Attorneys Generals. It is time to
forcefully arrest these sitting Federal Judges if they are in at least one child rape blackmail snuff
film where the children are murdered after they are raped and tortured. It is time for these
Federal Judges to be arrested, and not wait for impeachment. There are Congresspeople raping
children and are blackmailed with other crimes, they will never impeach these rapists in office.
Raping children is a crime against humanity and not just pedophilia. Time to arrest the judges by
force with the Sheriffs and State Police if they raped children and there is proof of it, and give
them all FAIR TRIALS and constitutional rights, teach them what they should have been. Teach
them to be what they should have been, they should have been all about constitutional rights for
every inmate. They are not, they are traitors. They are Satanists, communists, they are evil.
God bless you Lin Wood,
Roberta (with help of Brian telling me what I should tell you)
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